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SCHOOL COMMITTEE: OPEN MEETING MINUTES 
DATE AND TIME: January 6, 2021 at 7:00 p.m. 
LOCATION: Remote  
MEETING CALLED BY: Chair Adam Freudberg 
PRESENT: Jessica Barnhill 

Geoffrey Epstein 
Adam Freudberg 
Beverly Hugo 
William LaBarge 
Tiffanie Maskell* 
Priscila Sousa 
Scott Wadland 
Mayor Yvonne Spicer 

ABSENT: None 
ALSO PRESENT: Dr. Robert Tremblay, Superintendent 

Nicholas Small, Student Advisory Chair  
Denise Weeks, SAGE Department Head 
Elton Sanger, Molly Staffier, George Ullman, and Jovanni Woods, 
SAGE Students 
Anne Ludes, Assistant Superintendent for Secondary Education 
Amy Bright, Assistant Superintendent for Elementary Education 
Linoln Lynch, Executive Director of Finance and Operations 
Joanna Hastry, Executive Assistant for the School Committee 

 
The Chair called the meeting to order at 7:02 p.m. and noted all in attendance. He said that                  
School Committee member Tiffanie Maskell may not be in attendance due to feeling ill. He               
noted that this meeting was being held fully remotely in accordance with the Governor of               
Massachusetts’ March 12, 2020 Order Suspending Certain Provisions of the Open Meeting Law             
G.L. c. 30A, Section 20, and announced those in attendance. He said that the meeting is being                 
broadcast live on The Government Channel, and can be viewed Live on Facebook on the               
Framingham Public Schools Facebook Page. He noted information on how to participate in             
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public comment through emails sent before, and during the meeting, and through Zoom. He              
said that Facebook comments are not the formal way to participate in public comment since               
there are email options and voice options through Zoom.  
 
*Ms. Maskell joined the meeting at 7:08 p.m. 
 
Honoring the Legacy, Impact, and Accomplishments of Our Friend and Colleague, District 2             
School Committee Member Karen Foran Dempsey (1966-2020) 
School Committee Members, Mayor Spicer, and Dr. Tremblay spoke in remembrance of Karen             
Dempsey; all of her work, and her advocacy especially for people with disabilities. Karen              
Dempsey’s sister Janet Leombruno spoke on behalf of the family, and said that they would like                
to see her mission and message of hope carried on.  
*Ms. Maskell left the meeting at 7:14 p.m. due to not feeling well. 
 
Mr. Freudberg said that the School Committee, family, and City have been discussing creating a               
scholarship in honor of Karen Dempsey, and the family provided language for the scholarship              
form for it to be created. Ms. Hugo spoke to the family’s thoughts on what they wanted to                  
make sure was included within the scholarship, such as it benefitting a student with disabilities,               
and how the family and Ms. Dempsey’s sons will complete the selection process.  
Motion: To approve the creation of the Karen Foran Dempsey Scholarship Fund, to support a               
deserving Framingham High School student with a physical disability who seeks to continue             
their education after graduation, and to ask Framingham Public Schools to work with the family               
on the next steps. 
Moved:  Ms. Hugo Seconded:  Ms. Barnhill 
Discussion:  Mr. Freudberg read the scholarship form.  
Roll Call Vote:  Unanimous (7-0-0)  
(Yes:  Hugo, Wadland, Freudberg, Sousa, Epstein, Barnhill, LaBarge) 
*A moment of silence was held during the roll call vote where Ms. Dempsey would have voted. 
 
Public Comment 
Jill Weller said that she is the Communications Chair for the FTA and a teacher at Walsh Middle                  
School. She said that the FTA E-Board was saddened to hear about Ms. Dempsey’s passing, and                
said that Ms. Dempsey was a longtime advocate for people with disabilities, and her service on                
the School Committee, as well as her roles in the community, increased their awareness of how                
we can work together to empower students and foster inclusion. She said that they also               
wanted to acknowledge Dr. Wong’s leave from the Board of Health, as he was a great support                 
for the community, and his thoughtful input regarding the impact of COVID-19 on our schools               
was invaluable. She said that his sound logic and data-driven approach made him a trusted               
leader throughout the pandemic. 
 
Jeff Shimelman said that 50% of families responded to a survey saying that they wanted in                
person learning, and asked who on this committee is representing them, as it doesn't seem               
they are represented by anyone. He asked why extracurriculars cannot be allowed if it seems               
we are never going back to in person learning, and said that similar districts that have the same                  
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COVID-19 percentages are having in person learning and extracurricular activities. He said that             
we have only been hearing arbitrary data points. 
 
Kristin White said that she goes every day to teach in person learning and is leaving her kids                  
learning remotely at home, which is no replication for in person learning. She asked who is                
speaking for the 50% of families who said that they want to be in person learning, and other                  
districts are showing that it can be done. She said that extracurricular activities do not have to                 
be linked to in person metrics, and other districts have extracurriculars while learning remotely,              
which places Framingham behind academically, affects college acceptances, and a year behind            
with practicing and playing extracurriculars. 
 
Announcements From the Chair 
The Chair said that since the last meeting our City’s active cases grew from 970 to 1173 as of                   
today, and today another Framingham resident passed away due to COVID-19 for a total of 186                
residents lost. He asked for a moment of silence to reflect on all those who are suffering in our                   
community, state, nation, and world. He congratulated Framingham’s State Senator Karen           
Spilka who today was re-elected as MA State Senate President. He said that the Framingham               
High School’s NEASC Decennial Accreditation is upcoming with an invitation for the School             
Committee to join towards the end of March for a conversation about the school community,               
strengths and areas of growth for Framingham High School. He said that there will be more                
information on that with how members will be playing a role.  
 
Report on SAGE and Universal Screening 
SAGE Department Head Denise Weeks went over slides with a SAGE update including the SAGE               
mission and vision, the different parts of the program across the school levels, screening, staff               
and enrollment, and how what they are doing aligns with School Committee goals. Students              
who participate in the SAGE Program Elton Sanger, Molly Staffier, George Ullman, and Jovanni              
Woods spoke to their experiences in the program. Mr. Epstein said that there is usually 6% of                 
the student population in every school that are gifted and talented students, and how it is great                 
that we will be capturing even more students using universal screening. Assistant            
Superintendent of Secondary Education Anne Ludes spoke about how they were struggling to             
find an appropriate screening tool for middle school students, but Ms. Weeks identified CogAT              
(Cognitive Abilities Test) for testing, which hopefully is better to measure middle school             
giftedness. She said that they hope to test this assessment with 30 students who have been                
identified internally at Fuller Middle School, but haven’t been screened in through an             
assessment tool, and if this is a good assessment they then want to next year universally screen                 
all sixth graders at that school. Ms. Hugo noted that the chart in the presentation only shows                 
the number of students who are engaged in the pull out portion of SAGE, but the reach of SAGE                   
is much larger, such as through enrichment within classrooms.  
 
Superintendent’s Update 
Dr. Tremblay shared his screen to show what his Weekly Return to School newsletters will look                
like, which will go out to families weekly with updates. He went over the structure of the                 
newsletter which included current public health conditions and resources, the return to school             
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dashboard, the decision making schedule, among other pieces, and said that it will start going               
out this Friday.  
 
Dr. Tremblay commented on some of the earlier public comments, and said that opening doors               
to some extracurricular activities and athletics opens the door for all the others, and not all will                 
be able to be done safely, which will make it inequitable. Mr. Wadland said that he encourages                 
us collectively to take a hard look at what extent we could decouple athletics and               
extracurriculars with being back in school, and thinks some could be done safely and it               
shouldn’t be an all or none. Ms. Barnhill asked if extracurriculars are being done remotely, and                
asked about what it will look like when there are some students in person and some remote, as                  
she imagines this means there will be dual teaching so students can remain with their current                
teacher. Dr. Tremblay said extracurriculars and athletics are happening remotely to keep            
students engaged. He said that it will be a concurrent teaching model as negotiated with the                
FTA in the MOA when more students return to in person learning. Ms. Ludes said herself and                 
the Assistant Superintendent of Elementary Education Amy Bright have been meeting with            
teams of teachers and administration and having conversations on what that will look like; not               
having two separate lesson plans but thinking of ways when the class can be engaged together.                
Ms. Barnhill noted that the cohort model, with students being in person one week and remote                
the other week, might not help families with childcare, as there still could be instances when                
classes have to go fully remote due to quarantining.  
 
Mr. Epstein asked if there is any plan to obtain N95 masks for teachers now that they are more                   
available. Dr. Tremblay said that they worked with the Department of Public Health for the               
masks they already purchased, but he can discuss N95 masks with the District’s COVID-19 team               
beyond the supply allocated to school nurses. Mr. Epstein asked for a plan from the Athletics                
and Fine and Performing Arts Departments on what has been happening currently, what             
possibilities there could be for activities that could happen safely with social distancing, what a               
rollout plan would look like, and asked if there would be problems with transportation. Dr.               
Tremblay said transportation would be a piece they would have to look at, as well as opening                 
up facilities such as bathrooms. He said that he can have conversations with those              
departments that were mentioned and have information at a future meeting. He spoke to his               
concerns about where to draw the line, and said that discussions should also include the               
Department of Public Health and Board of Health for their recommendations. Members spoke             
in support of looking into extracurriculars to give students some sort of normalcy and              
socialization. Ms. Sousa spoke about how these can also help students with an opportunity for               
post secondary education. 
 
Ms. Hugo spoke to concerns of students' social and emotional wellbeing, the hard times              
families are going through, and remote not being the same as in person learning, and said she is                  
concerned that the statistic of ten or less COVID-19 positive cases as that could be just two or                  
three families, and said it is imperative to bring back students when safe. She asked for an                 
update on mitigation factors for in person learning. Dr. Tremblay said that facility wise PPE,               
filtration devices, signage and hand sanitizer is in place, they have been working with staff to try                 
and accommodate their needs as best as they can, and transportation will be the challenge with                
the restrictions of one thirds capacity. Mr. Freudberg said that he encourages specific and              
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ramped up planning for this school year and next school year, especially since the vote for that                 
calendar is upcoming. He said that future discussions in an upcoming agenda will include              
discussions on vaccine distribution and testing for staff and students, exploring tent options for              
outside learning, and the new federal legislation that just came out with what regulations will               
be and funds for summer programs. He said for mental health we should look at specifics as                 
well, such as individual case management for every student and family even if they are not                
asking for it, and more specifics on what the District can do.  
 
Mr. Freudberg said that the DESE Commissioner’s office reached out to him in regards to having                
a discussion on how Framingham is doing, which provides an opportunity to write back with               
any questions members would like to ask. He suggested that one question could be around the                
lack of coordination on metrics and guidance, as CDC just changed their metrics for school, and                
how schools should interpret and compare those metrics with what the state has given. Ms.               
Barnhill suggested asking about the possibility of MCAS being tabled this year. Ms. Ludes noted               
that the mandate for MCAS comes from the federal level, and only modifications can be made                
at a state level and not cancelled unless it is done so federally. Dr. Tremblay suggested asking                 
when vaccines will be made available for teachers and staff.  
 
Dr. Tremblay said they have been discussing some ideas for a night time solution for students                
who have had to work or take care of their family due to COVID-19 and have not been engaged                   
remotely during the day. He said that they are looking at an Evening Academy pilot to start                 
remotely in the Winter, with 25-30 students, and noted that this should also help with dropout                
mitigation reduction.  
 
Dr. Tremblay asked for a moment of silence for Joanne Madaglia, a Special Education Aide at                
Brophy Elementary School, who passed away unexpectedly, and offered the District’s           
condolences to the family. 
 
Executive Director of Finance & Operations Update 
Mr. Freudberg said the the FY21 Operating Budget and Update on Status of Mayor Spicer’s               
Budget Cut of $800,000 to FPS Due to Sewer/Water Enterprise Fund Challenges/City Council’s             
Ongoing Review will be reviewed in further detail in the Finance and Operations Subcommittee              
meeting tomorrow. There were no questions during this meeting regarding materials that were             
provided in the packet in advance.  
 
Farley Building Short and Long-Term Space Utilization Plan 
Executive Director of Finance and Operations Lincoln Lynch went over the memo he provided              
with the current lease of the Farley Building with MassBay and going forward, and the               
movement of District departments to that building planned for July. He said that the current               
lease ends on June 30th, and they are looking to extend for another two years as they move to                   
their new building that is being built. He said that within the extended lease MassBay would                
downsize the amount of space they occupy, and after that lease ends the District would occupy                
the whole building. He said that the state overlooks any leases that MassBay has through               
DCAMM, and they will be involved in the lease conversations, such as payment of utilities. Mr.                
Lynch, in response to a question from Mr. Wadland, said that the shared space would be for the                  
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Adult ESL Program to utilize some of MassBay’s space when they are not using it at night. He                  
said that would play a part in the fiscal part of the lease. Mr. Lynch went over the FPS                   
departments that will be moved to the Farley Building, and said that will make it so there is no                   
need for central office space elsewhere. He said that the District saved over half a million                
annually with no longer having office space in the Perini Building, and in two years the District                 
will have the whole Farley Building with more space available, and can look at planning for what                 
that will look like.  
 
Mayor’s Update 
Mayor Spicer said that on January 14th at 7:00 p.m. she will be giving the State of the City                   
address via a virtual meeting. She said that a lot of weight has been put on the Board of Health                    
and Department of Public Health, and we should work to use the same data and keep informed.                 
She said that she hopes everyone in 2021 has kindness and patience, and she is hopeful for the                  
vaccine. She has concerns that there will be a COVID-19 surge due to gatherings for the                
holidays. She spoke about the testing sites Framingham has, and how they are trying to find a                 
location for another indoor one in south Framingham due to the weather. She spoke about the                
resources for food and housing insecurity. Mr. Freudberg thanked Dr. Wong, who resigned as              
the Framingham Health Director, for all the work he had done. 
 
Remarks from the Student Advisory Committee 
Student Advisory Chair Nicholas Small said that the end of the second term, which is the                
midpoint of the year, is January 15th, and there are changes from previous years with no                
midterms, and the week of January 18th will be full days and not the usual half days due to                   
that. He said that there will likely still be finals for half term classes. He said that for terms                   
three and four the progress reports will include comments on the Rise Up Vision of Graduates.                
He said that the National Honor Society has started a Month of Positivity challenge, and January                
11-15 will be Complement Week with a Thankful Day. He said that anyone can participate. He                
said that January 28th at 6:30 p.m. there will be a Curriculum Night for incoming freshmen of                 
2025, but all are welcome to join. 
 
Subcommittee Reports 
Mr. Epstein, as the Chair of the Finance and Operations Subcommittee and warrant signer, said               
that the warrants were signed. He said that the Finance and Operations Subcommittee will be               
meeting tomorrow from 4:30-6:30 p.m. and looking at policies regarding finances, and ones             
that may be missing, such as on budget and capital planning, as well as looking at the FY21 and                   
FY22 Operating Budget. Mr. Freudberg suggested that the Rules and Administration Report            
may be helpful when looking at policies, as it outlines the current budget process.  
 
Mr. Freudberg asked if any member of the Policy Subcommittee had any comments on the               
second readings of the policies listed on the agenda as the Chair of the subcommittee Ms.                
Maskell was absent. No comments. He noted that a first reading of these were approved at                
the last School Committee meeting. 
Motion: To approve the Section D policies listed on the agenda (DA: Fiscal Management Goals,               
DBG: Budget Adoption Procedures, DBJ: Budget Transfer Policy, DD: Funding Proposals and            
Applications, DIE: Audits, DJ: Purchasing, DIA: Purchasing Authority, DJB: Purchasing          
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Procedures, DJC: Petty Cash Accounts, DJE: Bidding Requirements, DK: Payment Procedures,           
DKC: Expense Reimbursements, DM: Leaving Money and Personal Valuables in School Building)            
for a second reading. 
Moved:  Ms. Hugo Seconded:  Ms. Barnhill     Roll Call Vote:  Unanimous (7-0-0) 
(Yes:  Hugo, Wadland, Freudberg, Sousa, Epstein, Barnhill, LaBarge) 
 
The Chair of the Equity, Inclusion, and Diversity Subcommittee Priscila Sousa said that herself,              
the Chair of the Policy Subcommittee Ms. Maskell, the Assistant Superintendent of Equity,             
Diversity, and Community Development Joseph Corazzini, and leadership at Woodrow Wilson           
Elementary School have been discussing the scope and parameters for suggestions for a new              
name for the Woodrow Wilson Elementary School, as well as best way to get the message out                 
so every community member and stakeholder can participate in the process. Mr. Freudberg             
spoke about following Policy FF and in the future having a public hearing once dates are set. 
 
The Chair of the Teaching and Learning Subcommittee Beverly Hugo said that they had a               
meeting that included an update on remote learning and the SAGE program. She said that they                
will be looking at possible dates in February and March to include topics on evaluating the math                 
program and in depth discussion on the pilot night school program on reducing the dropout               
rate. 
 
Approval of Minutes and Gifts 
Ms. Hugo asked about the general fiduciary responsibility of the School Committee with             
accepting anonymous gifts, and if there is a process for someone in administration reviewing it               
to make sure it is an appropriate gift and donor. Mr. Lynch said he has spoken to the donor and                    
can confirm that it is an appropriate donor and for the right reason. Mr. Freudberg spoke to                 
the need for a separate vote and information of a gift if advertising is requested, which is not                  
the case in this gift. 
Motion: For a consent agenda to accept the gifts ($200 donation to Framingham High School               
from Blackbaud Giving Fund to support the school, $100 donation to Framingham Public             
Schools from Lueders Environmental, Inc for field trips and educational material           
(non-curriculum), and a $10,000 Anonymous donation to contribute to the addition of LED             
down lights to the theatre program's lighting plot at Framingham High School and to approve               
the minutes (November 18, 2020) listed on the agenda. 
Moved:  Ms. Hugo Seconded:  Mr. LaBarge  
Discussion: Mr. Epstein furthered the discussion on accepting gifts from anonymous donors            
and school staff attesting to the fact that is an acceptable donor. Mr. Freudberg spoke to                
confidence in Mr. Lynch in these matters, such as in the past, and suggested that it could be                  
looked into being incorporated into a policy if members wanted. 
Roll Call Vote:  Unanimous (7-0-0) 
(Yes:  Hugo, Wadland, Freudberg, Sousa, Epstein, Barnhill, LaBarge) 
 
Mr. Freudberg said that there have been a lot of requests for agenda items for the next                 
meeting, and asks that members look to see if there are items they think can be moved to                  
another meeting, as well as looking at balancing the urgent needs and planning and contracts               
for future years.  
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Adjournment  
Motion:  To adjourn.  
Moved:  Mr. Wadland  Seconded:   Ms. Sousa 
Roll Call Vote:  Unanimous (7-0-0) 
(Yes:  Hugo, Wadland, Freudberg, Sousa, Epstein, Barnhill, LaBarge) 
Meeting adjourned at 10:04 p.m.  
 
Meeting Materials  
Agenda 
Obituary for Karen Foran Dempsey 
Karen Foran Dempsey Scholarship Draft Form 
Report on SAGE and Universal Screening 
FY21 YTD 
Farley Building Short and Long-Term Space Utilization Plan 
Farley Building Layout 
Warrants 
Policy Summary 
Proposed Edits to Section D Policies 
Rules and Administration Report of the School Committee 
Policy FF 
Memo on $200 donation to Framingham High School from Blackbaud Giving Fund to support              
the school 
Memo on $100 donation to Framingham Public Schools from Lueders Environmental, Inc for             
field trips and educational materials 
Memo on $10,000 Anonymous donation to contribute to the addition of LED down lights to the                
theatre program's lighting plot at Framingham High School 
November 18, 2020 Draft Minutes 
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